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Directional word, which is used to express the concept of space，time and 
abstraction, is a special sub-class in Chinese. However, the foreign students usually 
make some mistakes during their learning process.   
With the study object of intermediate level Thailand students, this thesis 
endeavors to observe the match of prepositions and the eight main single morpheme 
direction words, which are “上”﹑“下”﹑“前”﹑“后”﹑“里”﹑“外”﹑“内”﹑“中” 
and their usage of adherence to other ingredients by means of writing data and 
questionnaires. 
In Chapter Two, the research elaborates the current situation of the research on 
overall directional words in Chinese and Thai Language, the individual case of the 
eight directional words and their practice in Chinese as a foreign language. According 
to the previous research results, the chapter also discusses the features of the eight 
single morpheme direction words syntactically and semantically. 
Basing on the above, Chapter Three indicates Thai students’ different semantic 
orders of directional words by observing their errors. As for some directional words, 
some students usually acquire their sense of space for the first place, while others 
typical sense of non-space.  
Chapter Four focuses on error analysis of Thai students in the following aspects: 
contrastive analysis of directional words in Chinese and Thai language; teaching 
materials compilation and the way of explanation on grammar.   
The end of the research demonstrates some feasible suggestions from the 
perspective of teacher’s teaching, teaching material compilation and learners.  
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a、 X + 方位词/方位语素 
b、 方位词 + X  
汉语、藏缅语族的彝语、白语、土家语、载佤语、基诺语等属于第一类，都
是方位词置于 X之后。而壮侗语族的侗语、黎语、毛难语及泰语中的方位词语序
是“方+ X”结构，属于 b类，大多和汉语是相反的语序。 
如：   ใต ้โตะ๊   下 + 桌子      ใน มอื      里 + 手 
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